
Fantasy

1. Hotel

2. Bar

3. Fav Drink

4. Body Part

5. Sexy Clothing

6. Body Part

7. Clothing

8. Sexy Clothing

9. Hot Man (Not Andy)

10. 2Nd Hot Man (Not Andy)

11. Body Part

12. Hot Man (Not Andy)

13. Body Part

14. Body Part

15. Body Part

16. Body Part

17. Furniture
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Fantasy

Andy and Laura went out for an evening on the town. They checked into their favorite hotel, the Hotel

and headed down to the Bar . After a couple of Fav drink two men came in and sat next to

Laura. Andy headed to the bathroom. While he was gone, the man next to Laura began to touch her

Body part under the bar. He soon realized that she was not wearing Sexy clothing . Within minutes

he was kissing her on the Body part . When Andy returned, Laura told Andy that the men wanted to take

her back to the hotel room and give her a night to remember.

In the elevator, the two men caressed Laura. Once in the hotel room, the two men began to pull Laura's

Clothing off. It turned out she was only wearing a Sexy clothing under her dress. Within minutes,

she was laying on the bed naked with Hot man (not_andy) rubbing all over her. She had 2nd hot man 

(not_andy) Body part in her mouth while Hot man (not_andy) slowly rubbed her hot pussy and slowly

slid his Body part into her ass. Laura moaned in excitement. He added a second Body part . The

without warning, he pulled her away and starting ramming his huge Body part into Laura's wet pussy.

While he was doing this, the other guy continued to finger her tight ass. Laura begged to have a cock in her

Body part while being fucked by the other guy. Before long, both cocks were in Laura. As she came, both

men climaxed in her and left her exhausted on the Furniture .
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